


Technological Stewardship is behaviour 
that ensures technology is used to make the 
world a better place for all. Our mission is to 
help members of the engineering community 
embrace the identity of “I’m a Tech Steward” 
toward a new normal in our field.



Engineering Change Lab works behind the 
scenes in service of Technological Stewardship 
and the engineering community. ECL’s goal is 
to create a tipping point with 25% of 
Canada’s engineering community 
practicing technological stewardship 
within the next 10 years. 
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What is the default trajectory of humanity’s 
relationship with technology?



Establishing Shared Understanding

TECHNOLOGY 

the means by which 

humans adapt our 

environments to meet 

our needs or wants.  

ENGINEERING

the process of creating, 

applying and maintaining 

(artifact based) 

technologies 

ENGINEERING 
COMMUNITY

the group of people who  

contribute to and 

support the engineering 

process 



Expanded understanding of the nature of the 
OUTCOMES associated with technology

From To

Neutral -> Value Laden (not Neutral)

Artifacts + Social Construction

Digital + Physical + Biological

Technology 
OUTCOMES



Leads to an expanded understanding of the 
PROCESS of engineering

From To

Right Answer -> Best Answer (not Right)

Specialized + Integrated + Democratic

Micro + Macro

Analytical + Critical
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Leads to an expanded understanding of the 
contributions of INDIVIDUALS

From To

Default narrow 
interpretation of 
responsibilities and 
potential 
contributions

More fulsome 
interpretation founded 
on critical reflection 
about the role of 
engineering and its 
outcomes.
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Increased Benefit For All: a world that is more equitable, inclusive, just and sustainable 



TECHNOLOGICAL STEWARDSHIP
behavior that ensures technology is beneficial for all



TECHNOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING
nature of technology and its complex relationship with society
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behavior that ensures technology is beneficial for all

GROUNDING

FOUNDATION

GOAL

Self & Systems Awareness



PURPOSEFUL

Intentional 
direction towards 
positive impacts

RESPONSIBLE

Management of 
unintended 

consequences

INCLUSIVE

Who and what is 
taken into account

REGENERATIVE

Enhancing the 
health of interacted 

systems
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Tech Stewardship Behaviours
Seek Purpose: direct technological development to
   maximize positive outcomes for all

Take Responsibility consider, anticipate and manage the 
   complex impacts of technology across the entire life cycle

Expand Involvement integrate a broad range of 
   non-technical experts & ideas into tech. development

Widen Approaches explore alternative ways to solve
   problems

Advance Understanding foster dialogue about tech. 
   and technological stewardship

Realize Diversity ensure technological development 
   contributes to creating equity

Deliberate Values consider underlying values and make 
   intentional decisions

Seek Regeneration proceed in a manner that helps 
   enhance the health of the systems with which you engage



consider underlying values and 
balance tensions

● What values are connected to this project?

● How do these values relate to your personal 
values?

● How do these values relate to dominant values 
within the engineering community?

● Which values are we choosing to reinforce?

Deliberate values

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Technological development is understood as a 
rational activity that does not connect to values, 

so values are not discussed.

old paradigm new paradigm
Understand technological development as 
inherently infused with values, and actively 
discuss value trade-offs related to projects.



ECL Theory of Change

A critical mass 
of the 

engineering 
community 

(25%) practice 
Technological 
Stewardship

Technology helps 
make the world a 
better place for all

The engineering 
community is 
encouraged, 

supported, and 
trained to practice 

Technological 
Stewardship

Tools and practices 
that support 
Technological 

Stewardship exist 
and are widely 

available to 
engineers

Key adjacent 
communities actively 

pressure and 
support engineering 

to practice 
Technological 
Stewardship

The engineering 
community is seen 
as critical TS actors 
by the engineering 

community

The engineering 
community is seen 

as critical 
Technological 

Stewardship  actors 
by key adjacent 
communities

Long 
Term 

Impact

10 Year 
Outcome

Level 1 
Outcomes

Level 2 
Outcomes

OutputsOfferings

Individuals
practicing 

Technological 
Stewardship and 
supporting the 

practice of others

Organizations
that have reached a 
local tipping point 
of staff practicing 

Technological 
Stewardship

System Changes
in the form of new 
policies, standards, 

initiatives and 
narratives 

supporting TS 

TS Platform
To build a community 

and shared identity that 
facilitates individual 
practice. (L1 and L2 

outcomes on an 
individual level)

Organizational 
Consulting

Support champions to 
build Tech Stewardship 
practice within their 

organizations.

Systems Level 
Initiatives

Convening and support 
for cross org initiatives 
targeted at key leverage 

points.



SHARE

SHARE

Tech Steward Platform

CONNECT

RESOURCES

PRACTICE

Our individual stories and weave 
them into a common narrative

Network connection engine -> 1:1, 
community building

Curated and contextualized tools, 
frameworks, rubrics, etc...

Encouragement and support of 
ongoing practice



TS Behaviour

Seek Purpose

Take Responsibility

Expand Involvement 

Widen Approaches 

Advance Understanding 

Realize Diversity 

Deliberate Values 

Seek Regeneration

I’m a Tech Steward 
Weekly Practice Prompts

This Week’s Behaviour is Take Responsibility:

Consider the positive and negative consequences 
of a technology you’ve engaged with.

This Week’s Suggested Reflection:

What's the worst case scenario associated with a 
technology you are using, applying or creating?

Guidance & Tips / Share on Twitter / Schedule a Conversation

Draft



System Level Initiatives

ECL Core Lab
Field building for 
collective impact

Indigenous Worldviews
Launch a learning circle

Engineering 
Education Reform



Organizational Consulting

● Work with consulting firms to 
develop offerings 

● Offerings will support client 
champions to achieve local 25% 
tipping points 

● Connect with TS Platform and 
relevant systems level initiatives

● Marketplace on the TS platform





Technological 
Stewardship

Overview



Technology has great potential 
to make the world a better 
place.

How is your tech innovation 
making things better for:

the world...

your org...

and your people?

What is your tech 
innovation culture?
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Technology = “neutral” - and mostly digital.  
Creators of technology work in silos with narrow 
targets with a belief in “rationality.”

Dominant Tech Paradigm

Emerging Tech Paradigm
● Every stage of tech development is value laden.

● The lines are blurring between our physical, 
digital and biological technologies.  

● Being more intentional as we shape our tech to 
ensure they have a positive impact. 



Tech Stewardship is behaviour 
that balances and integrates 
competing values to ensure 
technology is beneficial for all.

The concept and its applications 
have emerged from the 
Engineering Change Lab, which 
is a coalition of leaders from across 
the engineering community.  

Embrace the emerging 
technological paradigm
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As many have documented*, 
engineering and technology 
training lacks a focus on the 
skills for clean technology 
design and implementation, and 
engineering-heavy companies 
currently lack the capabilities 
required to accelerate 
investment in these areas.

* (Sartas et al. 2020, Volini et al., 2020)

Focusing on a key skills 
gap: the ability to drive 

clean technology 
innovation and adoption



According to research by 
DotEveryone, more than a 
quarter (28%) of tech workers 
in the UK have seen decisions 
made about a technology that 
they felt could have negative 
consequences for people or 
society.  

Nearly one in five (18%) of 
those went on to leave their
companies as a result.

Empower your best 
tech innovators - 

or lose them!!
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We can support you to engage 
your innovators and build a 
community of practice that 
leads to a tipping point towards 
integrating technological 
stewardship in your org.

Social Scientists have 
shown that engaging 25% 
of a community creates a 

tipping point.
Cumulative total: 

Innovators
2.5%

Early 
Adopters
13.5%

Early 
Majority
34%

Late 
Majority
34%

Laggards
16%

2.5% 16% 50% 84% 100%
Goal*
25%



IDENTIFY your innovators and early adopters, and 
strategically invite them into cohorts 

CHALLENGE PARADIGMS to create shared understanding 
around key concepts like innovation, tech. &  engineering

COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 
● Internally - customize TS principles for your context to 

guides individual and collective behaviors.
● Externally - connect and learn with a broader 

community of practice of TS innovators from other orgs.  

INSTITUTIONALIZE concepts by incorporating TS 
principles into training, key processes & projects, evaluation, 
and strategy.

What can you expect?



Individual Practice - Prompts & Coaching
Establish personal practice (habits) by applying the 

principles in the context of existing work. 

Org Change Initiative: Identification -> Support
Form cohorts around opportunities to integrate 

Tech Stewardship 

Identify and 
invite internal 
innovators and 
early adopters.  
Seek diversity 
and silo breaking

Discovery
Benchmarking 
and work with 
internal 
champions to 
customize the 
fellowship

Evaluation & 
Next Steps 
Work with the 
cohort to assess 
progress and 
plan next steps 
including the 
possibility of 
new cohorts, 
continued or 
new initiatives, 
etc... 

The Tech Stewardship Journey 

Foundational 
Sessions

● Paradigms
● Principles
● Practice

Relevant Systems Change Coalitions
Connect to relevant systems change 

coalitions (i.e. future of energy)

1 - 3 weeks 12 - 24  weeks



Just as decades ago leading orgs realized 
that a strong Health & Safety culture was 
good for business AND people

Leading organizations are investing in  
strong Tech Stewardship cultures 
that enable their people to innovate in 
a win-win-win manner that benefits the 
world AND your business AND team.

Join the community of leaders and be 
ahead of the curve.

Realize the full promise of 
technological innovation



Thank 
You
Contact
MaRS Discovery District
MaRS Centre, South Tower
101 College Street, Suite 100
Toronto, ON  M5G 1L7  Canada
marsdiscoverydistrict@marsdd.com



Reference



Public 
Safety

Time or Emerging Effort
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Paradigm
The shared idea in the 
minds of a group, the 
great big unstated 
assumptions — 
unstated because 
unnecessary to state; 
everyone already knows 
them

+ Economic
Impact

+ Enviro
Impact

+ (full) Technological 
Stewardship

Paradigm Shifts + Double ‘S’ Curve of Innovation



direct technological development 
to maximize positive outcomes 
for all

● How will this work impact the world?

● Are we thinking beyond “can we do this?” to also 
include “should we do this?”

● How does this problem engage with urgent global 
issues?

Seek purpose

Technology developed in response to market 
forces or to directly address client requests.

old paradigm new paradigm
Consider broad outcomes in project 

conceptualization and rationale. 

Technological Stewardship Behaviours



consider, anticipate and manage 
the complex impacts of technology 
across the entire life cycle

● What potential impacts have we considered 
(economic, environmental, social, etc…)?

● Have we considered the entire life-cycle?
● How will we track impacts?
● How might this technology be misused or abused, 

who could be affected, and what preventative 
measures are in place?

● What will we do in the case of serious unintended 
impacts?

Take responsibility

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Consideration and mitigation of impacts focuses 
on regulatory requirements and ad-hoc 
knowledge of those directly involved.

old paradigm new paradigm
Consideration and mitigation of a broad range 

of complex impacts over time and across 
domains is prioritized.



integrate a broad range of experts 
and ideas into technological 
development

● Who are we working with aside from our 
immediate team, and how?   

● What “experts” beyond engineering are we 
working with?

● How have we connected our work with other 
expertise and approaches?

● What kind of approaches are we not including?

Expand involvement

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Technical experts create and develop 
technology in silos and other expertise are not 

considered.

old paradigm new paradigm
Prioritizes seeking out and integrating a broad 

range of expertise.



explore alternative ways to solve 
problems

● Are we up-to-date on new technological 
developments?

● Are we considering a broad range of technologies 
to address the problem?

● Are we aware/knowledgeable enough about new 
technological developments to reasonably consider 
how they might apply to this problem?

● Is there anyone else we should consult around 
ways to address this problem?

Widen approaches

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Tendency to rely on existing knowledge and 
default approaches.

old paradigm new paradigm
Proactively keeping informed of advances in 

different fields seeking connections to possible 
applications in current work.



foster awareness about technology 
and technological stewardship

● How do you understand the relationship between 
technology and society?

● What are your own unique opportunities as a 
steward of technology?

● How are you communicating about your work?

● What are you doing to foster meaningful 
engagement? 

Advance understanding

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Technical knowledge is viewed narrowly, trapped 
in silos, and communicated in largely esoteric 

and jargony fashion.

old paradigm new paradigm
Broad understanding of technology and 

technological stewardship is prioritized and 
promoted with a diverse range of stakeholders



ensure technological development 
contributes to creating equity

● What are we doing to understand the needs of 
stakeholders and users?

● How does our team represent society?

● How are different perspectives incorporated?  

● How does our work reinforce or challenge 
dominant social power structures?

● Whose voices are missing?

Realize diversity

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Limited capacity and efforts to incorporate the 
diversity of society into technological 

development.

old paradigm new paradigm
Creating equity for all is prioritized.



consider underlying values and 
balance tensions

● What values are connected to this project?

● How do these values relate to your personal 
values?

● How do these values relate to dominant values 
within the engineering community?

● Which values are we choosing to reinforce?

Deliberate values

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Technological development is understood as a 
rational activity that does not connect to values, 

so values are not discussed.

old paradigm new paradigm
Understand technological development as 
inherently infused with values, and actively 
discuss value trade-offs related to projects.



proceed in a manner that helps 
enhance the health of the various 
systems with which you engage

Seek Regeneration ● What systems are you interacting with: natural, 
political, social, economic, communities, etc...?

● In what ways are your efforts enhancing or 
detracting from these systems?

● What are opportunities to promote regeneration 
within these systems?

Technological Stewardship Behaviours

Focus primarily on your goal and any immediate 
impacts while meeting minimum regulatory 

requirements relating to externalities

old paradigm new paradigm
With all of our efforts there is the responsibility 

and opportunity to help build and sustain 
systems that help ensure benefit for all.  


